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This column title is deliberately misleading. I figured that I would 

resort to the same technique  

that they used to sell cars and cigarettes and everything in-between. 

Remember those days? You  

picked up a magazine and there was this incredible-looking car 

beside this incredible-looking  

girl, usually wearing a thin bikini and an alluring smile which 

translated roughly into this  

message: "With a sexy car like this, even if you are a big dope, you 

are most likely to attract a  

very sexy woman such as moi!" Truth in advertising then wasn't much better than truth in politics  

now.  

Justin Bieber and Lady Gaga are ubiquitous. They influence what we say, do and think.  

Someone asks you, "Say, George - what do you think of the situation in Japan?" and you might  

safely say, "I saw Justin Bieber on TV last night with Lady Gaga," and the original question is  

forgotten because Justin Bieber and Lady Gaga and whatever it is that they say or do is far more  

important than any trivial news item from Japan.  

People quickly catch on to this technique, and if you are really crafty like Wolf Blitzer on  

CNN, you can turn it into an art form.  

First, I should explain a basic difference in news delivery here in Canada versus what you  

expect in the United States. In Canada, news reporters are pretty dull people who are content to  

report what's happening in the world. They read the news and do not embellish it, giving their  

personal take on the issue. In the 'States, it's the opposite. Their news casters ARE the news. They  

provide spin and analysis and often predict the news which is much more fun than objectively  

reporting facts. Let's face it, facts can be somewhat tedious. People like news that sizzles like  

their steaks on a barbeque.  

Now that we have made that important distinction, let's press on. Wolf Blitzer, who  

attended nearby University of Buffalo, likes to report from "The Situation Room." This gives his  

newscast the same gravity and authority as that of the US Chiefs of Staff deliberating a nuclear  

attack on North Korea. So, like me employing Justin Bieber and Lady Gaga, Wolf has created an  

elevated presence for himself.  

I was watching Wolf in action one night because I was stuck in the US and Wolf was the  

best I could do for a newscast. Wolf was waxing eloquently about Barack Obama. He reported  

that the President had not only played basketball that day but had also picked the winner of the  

NCAA basketball tournament that occurs each March. Wolf looked across the studio floor at a  

colleague, and said, "What do you think of the Obama Doctrine?" Anderson Cooper who was  

spinning 360 degrees like a top, was too flabbergasted to respond. John 

King, who was leaning  

against his electronic map, scrambled to find "Obama Doctrine" 

somewhere hiding amongst his  

red and blue states. Piers Morgan winced, realizing that Wolf Blitzer 

had scooped him.  

Newscasters in the United States are extremely competitive and 

make the same  

outlandish salaries as that of college coaches. Within a few hours, the 

Obama Doctrine evolved  

from predicting the outcome of the NCAA Final Four to the ouster of every tin-pot dictator in the  

world not already supported by US foreign policy. CBS, NBC, ABC all jumped on the Obama  

Doctrine bandwagon. Reporters started issuing tough questions to Republican leaders. House  

Republican leader John Boehner was asked, "What do you think of Wolf Blitzer's Obama  

Doctrine and where does the GOP stand on this matter?" Boehner emerged from his tanning bed  

and looking calm but stem, said, "We are thoroughly opposed to the Obama Doctrine."  

Back at CNN, Wolf, not someone to miss an opportunity, smiled at the camera and  



announced, "Tonight, Republicans launch their Boehner Policy to combat the Obama Doctrine,  

but before more on that, first we turn to breaking news from Justin Bieber and Lady Gaga ...  
 


